According to different assumptions in deriving carrier and energy flux equations, macroscopic semiconductor transport models from the moments of the Boltzmann transport equation (BTE) can be divided into two main categories: the hydrodynamic (HD) model which basically follows Blctekjer's approach [1, 2] , and the Energy Transport (ET) model which originates from Strattton's approximation [3, 4] . The formulation, discretization, parametrization and numerical properties of the HD and ET models are carefully examined and compared. The well-known spurious velocity spike of the HD model in simple nin structures can then be understood from its formulation and parametrization of the thermoelectric current components. Recent progress in treating negative differential resistances with the ET model and extending the model to thermoelectric simulation is summarized. Finally, we propose a new model denoted by DUET (Dual ET)which accounts for all thermoelectric effects in most modern devices and demonstrates very good numerical properties. The new advances in applicability and computational efficiency of the ET model, as well as its easy implementation by modifying the conventional drift-diffusion (DD) model, indicate its attractiveness for numerical simulation of advanced semiconductor devices.
. However, it is extraordinarily difficult to solve the BTE in its explicit form, an integro-differential equation in [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] to obtain a stochastic solution for f(r,k, t). The ability to incorporate full band structures (and hence the hot-carrier effects at high energies) and detailed quantum mechanical scattering rates makes the MC method very powerful in device modeling. Nevertheless, the MC method has many practical problems which limit its applications, such as, the need for extremely large computational resources, slow convergence in seeking self-consistent solutions with the Poisson equation in low-211 field and barrier regions, lack of rigorous calibration and verification of its large parameter set with experiments, and difficulty in treatment of generationrecombination processes and parameter sensitivity analysis and optimization [6, 9] . By using the method of moments in the k space, we can simplify the BTE to a set of macroscopic transport equations. Theoretically, an infinite number of moments will be necessary to regenerate all transport properties in the BTE. Yet it is practical to use only the first few moments to be computationally efficient and physically meaningful. The zeroth-to third-order moment equations can be generated from the moment variables: unity, the carrier velocity v, the carrier energy E and the carrier energy flow E-v. The corresponding macroscopic moment quantities are concentration n (or p), electric current (carrier flux) J, total energy Wtota and energy flux S.
There is relatively little disagreement in the even-order moment equations, namely the continuity equations and the energy balance equations, which conserve the particle and energy respectively. For the odd-order moment equations of particle and energy fluxes, different assumptions and formulations have led to two main categories of models. The first model uses the same procedure as the evenorder moments for the first moment, i.e., integration over k space is done with respect to v and an additional relaxation time is introduced for ((9f/t)col ). The moment generation is usually closed at the third moment with S expressed through some phenomenological laws. We denote this approach as the hydrodynamic (HD) model [1, 2] .
While various simplifications and formulations of the HD model exist in the literature (see, for example, [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] ), the main assumptions are the momentum relaxation time and its parametrization and the closure of the third moment.The second model originates from Stratton [3, 4] and involves a very different approach. The basic formulation has been implemented for device simulation [24] [25] [26] [28] .
After formulation of transport equations, there are coefficients to be parametrized in both models. We will look into the implications and influence of parametrization. The numerical properties of both models are then presented. The [21, 22] ):
1. The conduction effective mass is constant except in the collision terms:
E h2k2/(2m*) (18) where m* is the carrier conduction effective mass.
2. The second moment is a scalar: (19) where T c is the carrier temperature and 8i, 
. (22) In order to obtain a closed set of transport equations, the third moment Q is usually identified with the thermodynamic heat flux and expressed phenomenologically using the Fourier's law Q rVT c (23) where the thermal conductivity is estimated by the (20), (21) and (22) represent the flux equations in the common HD models.
C. Carrier and Energy Fluxes in the Energy Transport (ET) Model
The carrier distribution function f can be divided uniquely into its even and odd parts, denoted by feo and foaa, respectively, i.e., f feo + foad (25) and (26) where leo(r, k) leo(r, -k) and fodd(r, k) --load(r, --k (27) since the equilibrium distribution function f0 is an even function. The relaxation time approximation in [3] is only a special case of (27) , when rev roa z.
If both Zev and %a are assumed to be even functions of k, the odd terms in (27) give eL a ) Ot con roa(r,k).
By substituting (25) and (28) (34) De 1 fd3kzoEvivfe < zoaEviv) (35) Here, the subscripts i, j represent any combination of the coordinates x, y, z and ( ) denotes an average over re, instead of f. The divergence of the tensors in (30) and (31) means that the divergence of each row of the tensor is taken as a vector element.
To arrive at (30) and (31), we need to assume either
The equivalent carrier temperature T in (30) and (31) is defined to characterize the energy dependence of re," Note that T e has a different definition from T c in (19) of the HD model. The detailed derivation will be published elsewhere [39] . An important conclusion is that D/OT e is a proper driving force for current, while OD/Ox is not. Note that, for a spatially independent relaxation time od(k) and thus spatially independent )(T e) and De(Te), (30) and (31) are equivalent to Eqs. (4) and (5) in [28] .
The closed forms of the transport coefficients in (32) to (35) (38) it can be established that the Einstein relation is valid for/z(r, T e) and D(r, Te) and for/ze(r, T e) and DE(r, Te), i.e., /x tz q -' D'--dBTe (39) under general operating conditions. Substituting these relations into (30) and (31) ,l(n(r), Tn(r))) (46) Substituting (46) into (36) and (37), we then obtain [36] feo
where k 0 m* (v)/h. We can derive a nonisotropic ET model from (52) in a straightforward way. The detailed derivation will not be repeated here [36] .
IIl. CRITICAL COMPARISONS (40) and (41) of the ET model in forms similar to [3] [46, 47] or are from theoretical analysis and transformation [50, 51] [52] and the universal mobility [53] provide guidelines for physical parametrization [54, 55] . Similar philosophy should be applied to other transport coefficients. The MC calculations can still be used as a validation and calibration tool [49] [62] or ENO [23, 40] discretization scheme is necessary. The numerical (artifical)diffusion introduced by Scharfetter-Gummel discretization does not affect the solution severely provided that the grid is relatively dense in space-charge regions [62] . Moreover, special attention should be paid to the energy flux equation because of its complexity. For reduced HD models, since the parameter K is proportional to n and hence may change exponentially between mesh points, the discretization schemes are usually very complex and sometime even show numerical instability owing to incorrect upwinding schemes [63] [64] [65] [66] [67] . On the other hand, the energy flux equation of the ET model has an elegant parallel to the Scharfetter-Gummel discretization scheme of the current equation [28] . This implies that the ET model will be stable for Newton-like methods [42] and may be easily implemented by modifying existing DD-based software.
C. The Spurious Velocity Spike---A Case Study
A spurious velocity spike, in addition to the physical velocity overshoot, was commonly observed in the HD model for both silicon nin and npn structures close to the anode junction [13, 23] . It is interesting that for the same structure there is much less spurious spike in the ET model [28] . This does not imply that the ET model is superior owing to other limitations. Nevertheless, based on the similarity between the HD and ET models, additional clues may be provided for the spurious spike from their comparison. The spurious spike is not caused by neglect of physical mechanisms in the HD model such as the nonparabolic band structure or the carrier-carrier scatterings, since for the self-consistent ensemble MC calculations with these effects purposedly omitted, the spurious velocity spike is not observed [40] . The Wiedmann-Franz law was suspected to be responsible for the spurious spike since it was reported that the spike can be eliminated by phenomenologically reducing A in (24) [13] . However, it is found that different structures require various values of A to eliminate the spike [34] . In [35, 48] , components from drift (V), particle diffusion (Vn) and thermal diffusion (VT n) are compared, where is the electric potential. The spike is identified with the inbalance between particle and thermal diffusion terms. Reduction of A will only push the thermal diffusion velocity peak toward the anode junction. Hence, the optimal A to avoid spurious spike is rather structurally dependent. In addition, phenomenological adaptation of a certain parameter to fit specific curves of different devices is risky, since more serious errors many be introduced in other device behaviors. By investigating the 1-D profiles of Q [30, 33] , the Fourier law in (23) is shown to be very inaccurate, which implies that tuning the proportionality factor of (24) is not very meaningful. Explicit treatment of Q is suggested [33] for more accurate modelling.
From the MC simulation results, the formation of the spurious spike can be identified by two carrier populations with very different average energies [34] . Close to the anode junction, a pack of hot carriers is injected into the sea of cold carriers in the n / region. The average energy of all carriers will drop sharply since the number of cold carriers grows almost exponentially. However, it takes a larger distance for the hot carriers to lose energy from scattering and hence two populations of hot and cold carriers coexit. The magnitude of the spurious spike can actually be estimated using the two-population model [40] . This means that the distribution function and hence the transport properties can not be well characterized by (E) as postulated in [58] . The work in [17] , [33] and [48] [40] based on the difference between the ET and HD models is still valid simply because the velocity profile of the ET model is much closer to the exact solution from MC calculations around the anode junction.
The case of the spurious spike demonstrates the importan.ce of parametrization of transport coefficients. A more well-known case is the impact ionization, whose transport contributions are mostly from the high energy tails of the distribution function [41, 44] . It has been shown that impact ionization is inaccurately modeled by F or (E) [56] . tional efficiency. It is interesting to note that r m of /z in the HD model cannot be summed up directly as in the DD approach to account for the Gunn effects [71] unless r m or/x can be considered spatially slow-varying, which is not generally applicable for submicron devices [72] . The [71, 74] . On the other hand, it is possible to use a composite mobility for different valleys in the ET model similar to the DD model since in the discretized flux equations only the product of n instead of n and /x separately appears in each term [38] . In [74] , it has been proposed to use ( [74] .
For heterojunction applications, the implementation of the ET model is very similar to that of the HD model [24, 26, 70] . Both models will resolve the mobility degradation problems from built-in fields in the DD model since the mobility is now a function of the average energy instead of the local electric field [75] .
B. Lattice Temperature Variations
Lattice temperature may significantly differ from the room temperature due to Joule heating for devices operating at high currents, especially for III-V materials and silicon-on-insulator (SO1) technology due to low thermal conductivity. Exclusion of Joule heating will seriously affect the simulation accuracy, particularly for breakdown effects. In the HD model, the thermal diffusion equation has been adopted for simulation for years [19] [73] . By using the generalized ScharfetterGummel scheme [28, 38] for discretization and the fully-coupled Newton method, excellent convergency behavior was observed in almost all cases.
Simulation results using the DUET model for a p n diode are shown below. The doping profile is plotted in Fig. 1 The reverse-bias breakdown curves for this diode model at a reverse bias where the reverse current is 3 A/cm. using DD, ET and DUET models are shown in Fig. 3 
